
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
JUNE 14, 2022 

 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

 

CHARGING DECISION REGARDING INCIDENT OCCURRING ON FEBRUARY 19, 2022 

INVOLING OFFICER JOSHUA SISLO 

 
The purpose of this release is to detail an analysis of the facts collected during the investigation into a Superior Police 

Officer, Officer Joshua Sislo, whose squad car ran over a male lying on the roadway on February 19, 2022, to determine 

whether there is sufficient evidence to believe a crime has been committed by Officer Sislo.  The matter was investigated 

by the Wisconsin Department of Criminal Investigations (DCI) through the Department of Justice.  Review for possible 

charges was conducted by Douglas County District Attorney Mark Fruehauf. 

It is this writer’s conclusion that the evidence does not support that a crime was committed by Officer Joshua Sislo.  No 

criminal charges will be filed. 

THE LAW 

“Failure to Give Information or Render Aid Following an Accident,” commonly referred to as criminal “Hit and Run,” is 

a crime committed by one who, while driving a vehicle on a highway, is involved in an accident and knows or has reason 

to know that the accident resulted in injury or death to a person, and the driver thereafter fails to stop the vehicle as close 

to the scene of the accident and render reasonable assistance to any person injured in the accident.  Wis. Stat. § 346.67.   

“Accident” means, broadly, “an unexpected, undesirable event.”  State v. Harmon, 296 Wis.2d 861, 872, 723 N.W.2d 732 

(Ct. App. 2006).  The term broadly describes an event involving a motor vehicle that results in property damage, bodily 

injury, or death.  Id. at 870.   

THE FACTS 

On February 19, 2022, at approximately 9:36 PM, several Superior Police officers were dispatched to the intersection of 

N. 8th St. and Tower Ave. in Superior, on a report of a male lying in the roadway with injuries.  The male was found to be 

nonresponsive, but was breathing, and he appeared to have serious injuries.  A witness reported that she and her boyfriend 

were driving south on Tower Ave. from the Anchor Bar.  Their vehicle turned left onto N. 8th St. and she observed what 

looked like a black bag in the roadway that they had to swerve to avoid hitting.  When they drove by the item, the witness 

realized it was a person and they called 911. 

Officer Joshua Sislo was one of the responding officers to this callout.  Officer Sislo recalled that minutes prior to this 

callout, while on duty, he had been searching for a male reportedly looking into vehicles near the 1000 block of Tower 

Ave.  At one point, Officer Sislo turned off of Tower Ave. and recalled hitting something that he believed at the time was 

a chunk of ice.  Officer Sislo reported checking his side mirror after the impact and did not see anything, so he continued 

his patrol.  Officer Sislo recalled passing the police’s 8th St. building and realized he had recently been on that same street 

where the injured male had been found. 
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Upon realizing this, Officer Sislo informed his supervisor that he may have been involved in this incident and asked his 

supervisor to review the video footage from the dashboard-mounted camera on his squad car.  Officer Sislo reported that 

he was unable to see anyone in the roadway at the time of the impact. 

Officer Sislo’s police squad car (like all Superior Police Department squad cars) has a forward facing dashboard-mounted 

camera which records and allows for later view of recorded footage.  Video footage from Officer Sislo’s dashboard-

mounted camera shows the squad vehicle driving south on Tower Avenue minutes before the callout.  It is nighttime and 

there is snow on the ground.  The vehicle appears to be traveling straight down the road at normal speeds.  Road 

conditions appear typical for February in Superior; the roads are plowed but there is still some amount of snow, ice, and 

tire tracks on the roadway.   

The video, played at regular speed, shows the squad vehicle turning right from Tower Avenue onto N. 8th St.  As the 

vehicle finishes the turn onto N. 8th St., it appears to hit or run over something causing a noise and causing the squad car 

to bounce.  Just prior to the impact, it is difficult to see what the vehicle impacted. 

Watching the video in slow-motion, approximately one second before impact, there appears to be a person lying in the 

intersection on N. 8th St.  He is briefly visible in what would be the bottom-right corner of the video footage as the vehicle 

is making its turn.  The person appears to be laying on the ground and wearing dark clothing.  He is not moving.  At this 

time, it is unknown how this person came to be laying in the intersection prior to this incident. 

This person is not visible in the camera footage until the vehicle has already begun its turn.  From the vantage point of the 

vehicle traveling down Tower Avenue to N. 8th St., the person would not be visible until the vehicle has entered or begun 

entering the intersection of those two roads.  View of the person from Tower Avenue would be blocked by snow and an 

elevated tree planter at the intersection where the turn took place.   

Officer Sislo voluntarily consented to his cell phone being seized and examined.  No activity was located on the phone at 

or near the time of the crash, meaning the phone was not being actively manipulated or used by the driver. 

Officer Sislo voluntarily consented to having his blood drawn for further testing on the night of this incident, in 

compliance with City of Superior policy for an officer involved in this type of incident.  Officer Sislo’s supervisor did not 

have any evidence that would suggest Officer Sislo was under the influence of an intoxicant at the time of this incident.  

The blood sample was tested by an analyst with the Wisconsin State Laboratory of Hygiene.  No ethanol was detected. 

CONCLUSIONS 

It is this writer’s conclusion that the evidence does not support that a crime was committed by Officer Joshua Sislo.   

At the time of this incident, Officer Sislo was not impaired by any intoxicant.  He was not using his phone while driving.  

Prior to the impact, the vehicle appeared to be being operated in a normal manner.   

Officer Sislo reported that prior to the impact, he could not see anyone lying in the roadway.  This account is consistent 

with the evidence obtained in this investigation.  This incident occurred at night with dark conditions.  Based on where the 

person was lying in the roadway as Officer Sislo approached N. 8th St. from Tower Ave., view of the person would be 

blocked by snow and an elevated tree planter.  At the time of impact, the person is lying in the roadway, not moving, and 

is wearing dark clothing.  All of these factors would make it extremely difficult to see this person prior to impact. 

Officer Sislo reported that following the impact, he believed he had hit a chunk of ice and that when he checked his 

mirror, he did not see anything.  This account is consistent with the evidence obtained in this investigation.  Collision with 

a chunk of ice or snow while driving is not an uncommon event in Superior in February.  Since the person lying in the 

road did not appear to be moving prior to impact and was wearing dark clothing, Officer Sislo’s account that he did not 

see anything upon checking his rear mirror is credible.   
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It is also worth noting that Officer Sislo was the first person to bring to his supervisor’s attention the fact that he may have 

been involved in this and caused his supervisor to review the squad camera footage from earlier in the night.  Not all video 

footage recorded by a squad camera is reviewed by an officer’s supervisor as a matter of course.  Officer Sislo self-

reporting his possible involvement resulted in this video evidence being located and preserved when it might not 

otherwise have been without his report. 

The evidence does not support that Officer Sislo knew or had reason to know that he had been involved in an accident 

involving injury to a person at the time of this incident.  As such, no criminal charge will be filed in connection with this 

matter. 

 


